
1 HASS concepts and skills
1.1  Key concepts in HASS
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic.

1.1.1 Overview
Welcome to Year 8 HASS. Think back to Year 7 HASS and what you learnt. This subject is all about us: 
humans. It’s about where and how we live. It’s also about how and where people lived in the past, how people 
different from you are living now, and what life might be like for people in the future.

As you know, HASS stands for Humanities and Social Sciences. In HASS there are four subjects:
 • Civics and Citizenship
 • Economics and Business
 • Geography
 • History. 

Remember that HASS isn’t just about each of these subjects individually; in HASS, you will also explore how 
each of these subjects are connected – just like the parts of our world are connected.
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FIGURE 1  You will build your HASS skills this year, learning new skills and new ways to use the skills you learnt 
last year

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5380)
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TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 3

  1.1.2  Key concepts in Year 8 HASS 
 You learned the basics of HASS concepts last year but in Year 8 you will learn about them in more detail, with 
new thoughts and ideas for you to process. In HASS, you will learn about new ideas and events every year, but 
under the umbrella of these core concepts. 

 The big questions you will try to answer in HASS this year relate to things that affect your everyday life, 
as individuals, members of teams and families, and members of local and global communities. These big 
questions are outlined in  FIGURE   2  . Even if it doesn’t seem like these things affect you at the moment, they will 
in the future. You will also continue building on what you learnt in Year 7 and how these concepts apply to 
everyday life.  

 Just because there are four subjects within HASS, it doesn’t mean they aren’t connected. They all connect to 
each other in many ways. 

 For example, this year, you will explore some of the connections shown in  FIGURE    3  .  

   FIGURE 2    The main concepts in HASS for each subject   

What rights and
responsibilities do we
have to consider
in business?

How do we meet our
needs and wants?

How do markets
operate in Australia?

What does it mean
to be Australian?

Can we take direct
action to influence
governments?

• Democracy
• Democratic values
• The Westminster system
• Justice
• Participation
• Rights and responsibilities

• Place
• Space
• Environment
• Interconnection
• Sustainability
• Scale
• Change

• Source
• Evidence
• Continuity and change
• Cause and effect
• Perspectives
• Empathy
• Signi�cance
• Contestability

Civics and
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and

Business

Geography
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            • Scarcity
         • Making choices
    • Specialisation and trade
    • Interdependence
    • Allocation and markets
    • Economic performance
       and living standards

Do people feel
connected to land? 

How are laws made? How do we participate in
Australia’s democracy?

What are landscapes
and landforms are in
Australia and how were
they formed?

Where do people live
and why? What impact
do Australia’s growing
cities have?

How and where do
natural hazards occur,
and how do they
affect us?

How did Black Death
spread? Who did
it affect?

How did people respond to
the Black Death? What
lessons did they learn?

How did people live in the
Medieval world? How did
life change? What did
people believe?

What influences
how people work?

What are the
different types of
work?
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  1.2   Key skills in HASS 
  1.2.1  What are the HASS skills? 
 HASS involves asking questions and investigating issues, so it’s important to be curious about the world 
around you. You will need to investigate, research and analyse to learn more about humans and their society. 

 In Year 7, you learned some of these skills on a basic level, but as you work through HASS you will learn to use 
these skills in a more sophisticated and detailed way, in the same way you are learning about the key concepts 
in more depth. You will fi nd the same skills taught in Years 8, 9 and 10 HASS, but as you move through your 
schooling, the level at which you will use these skills will become deeper and more accomplished. You will also 
become more confi dent and independent in using these skills, both at school and in the real world. 

 The following outline shows the four main skills you will learn to help you be more curious, each broken 
down into a set of smaller steps. Each of these skills will be explained in more detail in this topic.  
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  FIGURE 3    The different subject areas in HASS are all connected.  
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  1.2.2  Questioning and researching   
 Questioning and researching are multi-
step processes. 

 When you have been given a topic to 
discuss or a problem to solve you need 
to ask good questions about the topic to 
focus your research. Without that focus, 

you are looking for answers without any clear direction. 
When you have a task to complete, you don’t want to leave 
the chances of fi nding the right information to luck. 

 This year, you will be refi ning and developing the two main 
questioning and researching skills you were introduced to 
across your HASS subjects in Year 7: creating well-focused 
inquiry questions and ensuring your information comes from 
a wide range of useful, accurate and reliable sources. 

  1.2.3  Analysing 
 Analysing is the process of 
carefully examining and comparing 
information. When we analyse 
data or sources, we are looking 
for connections between ideas and 
events, or how things have changed 
over time. When you analyse you: 

     •  identify the facts included in a source 
     •  identify whether there is any relationship (for 

example, a connection, such as cause and effect) between the ideas and/or facts 
     •  suggest what relationships or connections the data shows 
     •  suggest what trends or patterns the data shows 
     •  suggest what different or similar views (perspectives) are shown or suggested.   

 You began the process of analysing when you did your research – analysing whether sources were likely to be 
useful. You developed your analysis skills in Year 7, but now it is time to build on those skills by thinking about 
how relevant the information is on a deeper level than simply whether it answers the basics of a question. 
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Questioning
and 

researching

Skill 1: Identifying
what you need
to know
Skill 2: Collecting,
recording and
organising
information

Analysing

Skill 3: Selecting
relevant information
Skill 4: Identifying
patterns and
relationships
Skill 5: Translating
information

Evaluating

Skill 6: Drawing
conclusions
Skill 7: Evaluating
the impact of a
decision

Communicating
and re�ecting

Skill 8: Representing
information
appropriately in
oral presentations
Skill 9: Developing
effective texts
through argument
paragraphs
Skill 10: Re�ecting
on your learning

  FIGURE 1    Each HASS skill is made up of a set of smaller skills.  

Locate appropriate sources of that information.

Record relevant information from a range of sources.

Present the information in a relevant form.

Identify and understand the general question 
you are attempting to answer.

Develop a series of specific questions that
will help guide your research in the appropriate

direction, and help you determine the 
information you need.

  FIGURE 2    The process of researching a topic  
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  1.2.4  Evaluating 
 Evaluating means looking at the information and sources you have gathered, as well as the 
relationships, trends and viewpoints you have discovered through your analysis, to come 
to conclusions about what you have learnt. It also involves weighing up the benefi ts or 
problems of possible solutions or actions. 

 This is the skill where you bring everything you have learnt together and make a 
judgement. 

 In HASS, you will often fi nd that your evidence leads you to a conclusion that involves a ‘yes, but...’, or a 
‘sometimes’ or a ‘no, but...’ In fact, the more skills you develop in HASS, the more likely you are to reach 
one of these ‘grey area’ conclusions. They generally show that you are thinking quite deeply about an issue 
and can see it from a range of perspectives. As you develop your ability to reason through problems faced by 
humanity, you become more skilled at working through those ‘grey areas’ and fi nding a solution that might 
work to lessen the harm and maximise the benefi ts of a change or an action. 

  1.2.5  Communicating and refl ecting 
 One of the main parts of conducting research is communicating: sharing your fi ndings 
with others. When you do this, you need to keep your audience in mind. For example, if 
you are creating an infographic for your Year 8 classmates you need to make sure they will 
understand what they are reading and be interested in reading it. This means you need to 
adjust your language and your way of presenting information to make it appropriate to them. 

 It is also important to use accurate and specifi c terminology to express what you are 
saying. This demonstrates to your teacher that you have built your subject vocabulary and 

can use the words you have learnt precisely. Referring to your evidence and sources to prove your argument 
will help to communicate your understanding clearly too. 

 The fi nal part of any learning process is refl ecting on what you have learnt. This means looking back at what 
you have  done  (questioning and researching, analysing, evaluating and communicating) as well as what you 
have  learnt  about the topic you have been investigating. 

 Refl ecting on what went well and what you might be able to do better helps you to learn how to improve your 
skills and understanding. 

 Ask yourself questions such as: 
     •  What did I do well?  
     •  What could I do better next time? 
     •  What did I learn? 
     •  How can I apply this information in my life?   

  1.2.6  HASS skills focus in Year 8  
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Evaluating

  DIDN’T WE DO THIS LAST YEAR? 

  In Year 8, some of the skill-building work you will be asked to 
complete and the processes you are asked to follow will be 
familiar; others will involve new stages to take you deeper into a 
process. 

 The familiar stages are to consolidate your understanding – in 
other words, to make what you learnt last year ‘stick’ and to make 
sure you remember the key concepts and skills well. This gradual 
building of diffi culty and depth, mixed with a little repetition, is an 
important part of the process of careful skill-building.  

Communicating
and reflecting
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 Think of building these HASS skills in the same way as you might consider your ability for making a cake. 
Last year, you began baking basic cakes with simple fl avours. There might not have been any decorations, 
or they might have been a little bit messy or simple. This year, your baking skills should improve; you will 
learn to make more complicated cakes with different fl avour combinations and layers, and the decorations will 
become more complicated and impressive. 

 This is the same as your HASS skills. You begin with the basics – for example, asking good but 
straightforward questions. This year, as you learn more, your ‘fl avours’ will become deeper and more complex, 
and your ‘decoration’ neater and more precise.  

  1.3   SkillBuilder: Identifying what you need to know 
  1.3.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops your 
questioning and researching 
HASS skills. Use this 
SkillBuilder at  the start  of your 
inquiry process.  

  1.3.2  Tell me  
 Identifying what you need to know means working out what you know and believe about a topic so you can 
identify what you don’t know yet. 

 In Year 7, you were asked to simply   identify   your existing knowledge and beliefs on a topic but in Year 8 
you will also need to briefl y   describe   these and identify some of the perspectives or points of view that other 
people might have that are different from your own. Describing something well requires attention to detail. 

 Writing focus questions is an effective way to break a research topic or question 
down into smaller parts. This helps you to identify what you know or think about 
each part, and also to consider what other perspectives people might have. Even 
though this might not be stated in a topic, it is something you are expected 
to consider.   
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Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
AnalysingAnalysing

identify    to recognise and name

describe    to give details about 
features and characteristics of a 
person, place, thing or idea

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

  FIGURE 3   Your HASS skills will build in complexity across years 7–10.  
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  1.3.3  Show me  
 The following step-by-step process will make it easier for you to develop strong and effective focus questions 
for your research. 

 Imagine you have been given the following topic: Describe how trade between Europe and Asia spread the 
Black Death during medieval times. 

  Step   1   : Identify what you already know or believe 
     •  Find the main idea or event you have been asked to focus on (sometimes rewriting the topic as a question 

can help you to do this). 
     •  Brainstorm key points or ideas that come to mind when you think about the topic. 
     •  List: 
     •  what you know (fact) 
     •  what you think you know (possible fact) 
     •  what you believe (opinion) 
     •  what others might believe (possible opinion).   
     •  Identify the main verb in the topic – these verbs tell you what you need to do in order to answer the 

question properly. (Write this in your brainstorm so you remember what the task is.)     
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is developing strong, effective focus questions to help 
you research a topic. 

Questioning
and 

researching

Very painful BD was a sickness

Changed feudal
structure in Eur 

Changed the world

Describe how trade between

Europe and Asia spread the

Black Death during Medieval times.

Describe: give details about

features + characteristics

Spread by travelling

EurAsia

Many in Eur + Asia died

  FIGURE 1    Brainstorm your key ideas, including what the topic is asking you to do  
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Step 2: Identify what you need to know to further your understanding
 • Look at your brainstorm or list. What other related things don’t you know?
 • Use the 5W 1H words (what, where, when, who, why, how) to prompt your memory or find gaps in your 

knowledge.
 • What was it? What were the consequences?
 • Where was it?
 • When did it happen?
 • Who was involved?
 • Why did it happen? Why did it end?
 • How did it happen?
 • Add ideas or questions to your brainstorm.
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WHAT IF I DON’T KNOW ANYTHING?

Remember there are no wrong answers in brainstorming; it doesn’t matter if you only write a few words or ideas.

If you feel like you don’t know anything about a topic, try some of these tips.
 • Write any words, people or places that you think might be connected to the topic (add a question mark or 

circle an idea if you’re not sure it’s connected).
 • Write questions related to each word that you remember (what is that? who is that? where did that happen?)
 • Look in the question for clues – you could list trade, Europe, Asia and Black Death from this topic.
 • Go back to your class notes or text to review some of the headings that remind you of what you have learnt.
 • Ask yourself: did I learn something about this last year in HASS? Or do I know about something similar?

Did they �nd a cure?
How did it end?

Very painful BD was a sickness

Symptoms

Changed feudal
structure in Eur 

Why?How is it spread?

How did they travel?

How did trade
spread it?

Causes

Changed the world

Describe how trade between

Europe and Asia spread the

Black Death during Medieval times.

Describe: give details about

features + characteristics

Spread by travelling

EurAsia

Many in Eur + Asia died

FIGURE 2  Add to your brainstorm using the 5W 1H words to prompt questions
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  Step   3   : List what you know and what you need to fi nd out 
 Re-read the question carefully. 

     •  Consider the  verb  in the question. What is it asking you to do? For example, in this case you are being 
asked to ‘ Describe how’ . This means you need to give details: characteristics, features, trends, timeframes 
and methods of spread. 

     •  Highlight the key topic terms. These are the main things you need to give details about. There are two key 
phrases here: 

     •  trade between Europe and Asia (in medieval times) 
     •  spread of the Black Death     

 In this case, your list of focus questions should include questions about the characteristics of the disease that 
helped it to spread, and details of how people traded at that time that helped Black Death to spread. 

 Based on your careful reading of the topic, use your brainstorm to create a table summarising what you know 
and what you will need to fi nd out to answer the question. Target the specifi c things that the question asks 
about. Notice in the example in  TABLE   1    that there are some points from the brainstorm that aren’t included. 
Those ideas aren’t going to help answer this specifi c topic, so they have been left off the list.   
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   TABLE 1    A summary of brainstorm ideas   

  What I know    What I want to know  

  The Black Death was a sickness that killed many 
people in Europe and Asia  

  How did the Black Death spread – from person to person or 
some other way?  

  It was very painful  Lots of people died    How many people got it? How many people died? (Why? Lack 
of medicine, no knowledge of how to stop it, easily spread?)  

  It changed the world at the time    Who was blamed for the spread? (Did people think it was 
caused by something else?)  

  It was spread by people travelling from Asia to 
Europe  

  Where did trade between Asia and Europe start and end? 
What did they trade? Who were the traders?  

  It changed the feudal structure of medieval Europe    How did the Black Death stop spreading?  

  SHOULDN’T I JUST RESEARCH EVERYTHING IN MY BRAINSTORM? 

  Researching everything in your brainstorm is not an effective use of your time. 
Only list ideas from your brainstorm that relate to the topic. Some students 
fall into the trap of thinking that including greater volumes of information will 
automatically translate into a better mark, but this is not the case. 

 When your teacher asks you to research a specifi c question, they don’t 
want to test your knowledge of the  whole  topic. They are testing your 
ability to respond to that  specifi c  topic – one part of that test is whether 
you can understand the topic well enough to know what it  is  relevant, and 
what it is  not  relevant to the question.  

 Giving irrelevant information in your answers is like responding to the question ‘What’s is your favourite food’ with 
a half-hour explanation of the history of pizza. It might be vaguely related, but it’s not relevant and it wasn’t what 
you were asked. 

  TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE BRAINSTORMING 

  Brainstorming is for making notes about your ideas; full words and 
sentences are not needed. It’s a handy time-saver to develop your own 
brainstorming shortcuts for common words. 

     •  Use abbreviations and initials; for example, in   FIGURE  1    Europe is 
abbreviated to Eur and Black Death is shorted to BD. 

     •  Use symbols: +, =, →
     •  Important points can be underlined or highlighted.    
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Step 4: Write a hypothesis
Based on your list of what you do and don’t know, write a hypothesis.

 • With this topic, you are being asked to describe, so your hypothesis should be a sentence that summarises 
your ideas.

 • If your topic asks you to come to a decision or argue something, your hypothesis should summarise your 
point of view.

Step 5: Review and format your focus questions
Effective focus questions are clear, ordered and cover all parts of the topic you need to 
answer.

 • Use the 5W 1H process again to break down what you need to research.
 • Try to include at least two or three questions for each part of the process.
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WHAT IF MY HYPOTHESIS IS WRONG?

Remember the point of your hypothesis is to focus your research. It doesn’t matter if it is right or wrong. 
Sometimes when your hypothesis is wrong, it leads to much deeper and more interesting research.

Hypothesis: Trade spread the Black Death because sick people travelled and spread the illness as they moved around.

TABLE 2  Build your focus questions to cover all areas of your research topic

What Where When Who Why How

What is the Black 
Death?

Where did the 
Black Death 
start?

When did the 
Black Death 
start?

Who was 
impacted?

Why did it 
spread?

How did people 
try to stop the 
Black Death?

What were the 
symptoms?

Where did it 
travel to?

When did it 
end?

Who were the 
main traders?

Why didn’t 
they just stop 
trading?

How did the 
disease spread?

What was done 
to prevent the 
Black Death?

WHAT IF MY QUESTIONS CHANGE WHEN I START RESEARCHING?

Your questions will often change as you go deeper into a topic. If you are halfway 
through your research and come up with more questions or you need to ask 
different questions, update your table.

You may not develop the most effective focus questions at the beginning. This is a 
circular process: think, list, question, check, think, list, question, check …

hypothesis    an idea or 
explanation that is used as 
a starting point for deeper 
investigation or research
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1.3.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills at identifying perspectives and knowledge with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Follow the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Write a series of focus questions to guide your research of this topic:

Describe how laws are made in Australia.

Economics and Business
Write a series of focus questions to guide your research of this topic:

Describe the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find a case study where consumer rights 
have not been met.

Geography
Write a series of focus questions to guide your research of this topic:

Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Identify and describe the spiritual and 
cultural connections people may feel with this place.

History
Write a series of focus questions to guide your research of this topic:

Describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it changed over the 
medieval time period.
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literal    to be exact, without 
exaggerating or misleading

inferential    coming to a 
reasonable conclusion after 
piecing together evidence

evaluative    based on assessing 
value

1.3 ACTIVITY

Once you are comfortable with the 5W 1H process, try this approach to writing focus questions that go a little 
deeper into a topic. Focus questions can be divided into three basic types:

 • Literal questions are where you find information such as dates, names and locations. These are generally 
‘who, when, where, what’ questions.

 • Inferential questions are designed to help you find information not specifically in the text, so you need 
to read the information and make deductions about what it is saying. These are generally ‘how and why’ 
questions.

 • Evaluative questions are designed to help you make decisions and draw conclusions about what you are 
reading. They help you find problems and create possible solutions. These are generally questions that can 
begin with ‘Do I think...?’ or statements that start with ‘I wonder if …’

Examples of these questions include:

Literal Inferential Evaluative

What is the Black Death? How was the Black Death 
spread?

Do I think trade caused the spread of the 
Black Death?

Who was impacted by the 
Black Death?

Why did the disease have 
such a significant impact?

Do I think this same thing could happen 
now?

When did it happen? Why did it spread? I wonder if the disease would have spread if 
no one travelled?

Where did it happen? How did it end? I wonder if there were other factors that had 
a big role in spreading it?

Add some evaluative questions to your list of focus questions.  HASS skills: Questioning and researching
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  1.4   SkillBuilder: Collecting, recording and organising 
information 
  1.4.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops your 
questioning and researching 
HASS skills. Use this 
SkillBuilder  after  you have 
closely examined your task, 
written your focus questions 
and written your hypothesis. 
Use this SkillBuilder  as  you 
start looking for sources of 
information.  

  1.4.2  Tell me  
 The collecting, record and organising information skill involves fi nding sources of information to answer your 
focus questions and fi ll in the gaps in your knowledge about a topic with   reliable  ,   useful   and   accurate   sources. 

 There are many different types of sources, including websites, books, newspapers, statistics and maps. Some 
sources are more reliable and accurate than others, so you should never use a source unless you know it can 
be trusted. For example, a person might write their opinion of an issue in a blog. If they have not provided 
evidence for that opinion how do you know it is worth believing?  

 How do you know if the facts are correct? The person who wrote them might 
have been paid to express a specifi c view or they might have formed their opinion 
without much knowledge of the topic. In contrast, a post written on the website of 
an academic organisation with a good reputation for research will have evidence and 
other sources to support what they are saying about the topic or idea. 
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Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  

  GOOD RESEARCHERS STAY FOCUSED   

 It might sound obvious, but to answer your research focus questions, you need 
to fi nd sources that answer your questions. Don’t be distracted by irrelevant 
information. If nothing in a source relates to your focus questions, move on. 

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
AnalysingAnalysing

reliable    the information in the 
source is more accurate than 
other sources (you can rely on it 
more to be correct)

useful    related to your research

accurate    correct and factual
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 Good researchers know how to identify trustworthy information sources, and do not rely on data or information 
that they cannot verify as very likely to be reliable and accurate – no matter how relevant it might seem. You 
will also need to use both   primary sources   and   secondary sources  .  

  1.4.3  Show me  
 Let’s use our medieval Europe topic from section 1.3.3 to get us started: Describe how trade between Europe 
and Asia spread the Black Death during medieval times. 

  Step   1   : Complete a quick assessment of each source that looks useful 
 When you search for information using your focus questions, a lot of sources will be available, so you need 
to develop the skill of quickly vetting (testing) a source before you spend too much time reading and making 
notes from it – you’re developing a radar to detect misinformation and poor research. 

 When you think you have found a source that might be useful, complete a quick test 
of whether it is likely to be reliable and accurate before you read or examine it in 
detail. At this stage, you are looking for signs to immediately discount a source. Ask 
yourself questions such as: 

     •  Where did the source come from and who wrote it? (Is it reliable?) 
     •  Where did the authors get their information? (Is it accurate?) 
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is clearly recording and organising information for a 
range of source types to help you research a topic. 
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  FIGURE 1    Merchants and soldiers returning from Caffa in late 1347 soon 
spread the Black Death to the Middle East, North Africa and Italy.  

Source:  Darlington, R., Mraz, J., Smithies, G. & Richardson, M. (2018)  Jacaranda Humanities 
and Social Sciences for Western Australia 8 . Brisbane: John Wiley & Sons 

primary sources    sources made 
at the time of the event

secondary sources    made after 
the time of the event, using 
primary sources as evidence
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Where did the source come from and who wrote it? (Is it reliable?)
 • It came from a textbook from a well-known international publishing company.
 • The book was written by named authors who are Humanities and Social Sciences teachers.

Where did the authors get their information? (Is it accurate?)
 • A range of other sources confirm the information in the map.
 • The sources of the information are listed in the textbook.

Based on this information, we can say this source seems very reliable and accurate, so we can continue looking 
at it to see if it is also genuinely useful, or whether it just seems to be useful at a glance.

Look at the main features of the source to assess whether it seems relevant to your topic and focus questions. 
For example, for visual sources you might consider the following.

Once you have determined that the source is likely to be relevant, which FIGURE 1 definitely is, read it carefully 
and make notes on the details you have found that help to answer the topic.

What information did I learn about my topic?
 • The Black Death began in Sarai in 1346 and spread west. It landed in Venice and Genoa in January 1348.
 • The Black Death spread a long way in two years.
 • The arrows show that the disease was spread by sea – most likely by shipping routes – which means 

sailors on ships were sick and when they docked at ports they infected the local people around them.

Step 2: Collect reliable and accurate information from a variety of sources
You should always use multiple sources in your research. In this case, you will need other sources in addition 
to the map because it hasn’t answered all of your questions, and it raises even more questions. For example, 
did people travel overland? What happened when the disease arrived in Genoa and Venice?

Sometimes you might need to interrogate (question and examine closely) a source more closely before you can 
judge whether it is reliable, accurate and useful. Use the 5W process to assess the reliability and accuracy of a 
source more completely.

Consider FIGURE 3 and how the 5W test has been applied to assess its reliability and accuracy in detail.

You will need to look carefully for some of this information but taking the time to check carefully is better 
than including incorrect or biased information in your research. For example, you need to read the ‘About 
Us’ section of ThoughtCo to learn that the contributors are teachers, academics and researchers – reliable, 
knowledgeable writers.

You can now make the judgement that the article is reliable and likely to be accurate. It is also useful because 
it answered some of the focus questions that the map had not answered in detail: how the disease spread, and 
how people tried to stop it.

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 15

TABLE 1  Features to consider when you are assessing a source

Type of source Features to consider

Maps  • The title and key – do they seem related to your topic?
 •  Location and scale – does the map cover the place and period of time you are being 

asked to consider?

Photos or 
illustrations

 • Caption – does it seem related to your topic?
 •  Visual elements – does the content seem directly relevant to your topic or focus 

questions?

Diagrams or charts  • The title – does it seem related to your topic?
 •  The labels and features – does the data relate to the topic within the timeframe and 

place you are being asked to research?
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What is the source?

• What kind of source is it: for example a website article, a report, a photo, a
   poster, a tv show, a painting?
• What information does it give you? Is this backed up by other sources you
   have found?

Who created it?

• Was it created by someone with expert knowledge (for example, a
   specialist in the topic, someone who was there)
• Was it created by a group who have something to gain from you believing them?

Why was it created?

• Was it created to make you think a certain way?
• Was it created to be factual and not take sides?

When was it created?

• Was it created close to the event?
• Is it recent? Might it be out-of-date?

Where was it created?

• Was it created in a place that is related to the topic or written a long way
   away where people might have not been able to do their own research?
• Was it created in a place that is respected for its research?
• Was it published in a place where the public could change it?

What

Who

Why

When

Where

FIGURE 2  Prompt questions for using the 5W questions to interrogate your sources 

FIGURE 3  An example of how you might assess a source: The Black Death comes to Europe, thoughtco.com, 
30 July 2019

The Arrival and Spread of the Black Plague in Europe
1347: The Black Death Comes to Europe
The first recorded appearance of the plague in Europe 
was at Messina, Sicily, in October of 1347. It arrived 
on trading ships that likely came from the Black Sea, 
past Constantinople and through the Mediterranean. 
This was a fairly standard trade route that brought to 
European customers such items as silks and porcelain, 
which were carried overland to the Black Sea from as 
far away as China.

As soon as the citizens of Messina realized the illness 
that had come aboard these ships, they expelled them 
from the port. But it was too late. Plague quickly raged 
through the city, and panicked victims fled, spreading 
it to the surrounding countryside. While Sicily was 
succumbing to the horrors of the disease, the expelled 
trading ships brought it to other areas around the 
Mediterranean, infecting the neighboring islands of 
Corsica and Sardinia by November.

Meanwhile, the plague had traveled from Sarai to the 
Genoese trading station of Tana, east of the Black Sea. 
Here Christian merchants were attacked by Tartars and 
chased to their fortress at Kaffa (sometimes spelled 
Caffa.) The Tartars besieged the city in November, 
but their siege was cut short when the Black Death 
struck. Before breaking off their attack, however, they 
catapulted dead plague victims into the city in the 
hopes of infecting its residents.

What is the source? thoughtco.com website article

What information? reactions of people to Black 
Death, first recorded appearance, trade route details 
(supported by other sources and references in article)

Who created it? Melissa Snell, historical researcher - 
nothing to gai, it’s free

Why was it created? factual information for school 
benifits

When was it created? 30 July 2019, not close to the 
event but recently updated

Where was it created? not close to place or time 
of event, but website reviews and edits for facts and 
research quality, content not able to be changed by 
public
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Step 3: Make notes in your own words
When you have decided that your sources are accurate and reliable, highlight and make notes of the 
information that is useful. Often, to make sure you understand everything, you will need to read or examine a 
source more than once.

For FIGURE 3 your notes might include:
 • BD started in Asia → west to Eur
 • took 2 years to reach Eur
 • sailors spread disease – came ashore ill
 • Townspeople: tried to keep infected ships out – BD spread anyway

As you can see, the information is summarised and has been written in different words from the article. It 
also uses short forms of words and symbols instead of full sentences. For help with making notes in your own 
words, go to SkillBuilder: Using the deconstruct–reconstruct method in subtopic 2.5.

Step 4: Organise your notes
Clear and organised notes will help you find specific details later when you are writing your answers.

 • Use diagrams or tables where appropriate
 • Use headings to divide the information you find in each source. (Using your focus questions as headings 

makes it easier to see which questions you need to research further.)
 • Always record the details of a source with the notes you have taken.
 • When you are satisfied that you have found the answers to all the questions, collect the information about 

each focus question together.

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 17

CAN I USE WIKIPEDIA?

Wikipedia can be an easy starting point but remember that it is not 
always reliable. Any information gathered from Wikipedia should 
be checked against at least one other source to make sure it is 
accurate. To help ensure that your information is correct, use at 
least two sources to answer each question.

The most useful research information in Wikipedia is something 
you may never have looked at. If you scroll down through a 
Wikipedia entry, you will usually find sources listed at the bottom. 
These are the sources the authors have used to write the 
Wikipedia page. These sources will include primary and secondary 
sources, written by researchers and experts. They are often more 
reliable than the Wikipedia page itself.

DO I REALLY HAVE TO GO THROUGH A SOURCE MORE THAN ONCE?

If you decide a source is reliable, accurate and useful after your 
first assessment, you will need to critically examine it to extract 
the information you need. To critically examine a source means to 
think carefully about it, to consider all the information in depth.

Taking shortcuts with this part of the process means you might 
misunderstand or misuse the information you have found. The 
first pass or skim of a source is only to determine if it is worth 
using. 
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Step 5: Follow ethical protocols or rules
One of the most important rules in research is to cite all 
your sources. This means that if you use someone else’s 
information or ideas, you need to show what, where and 
how you used their work.

This rule is important because it helps to show you have 
not broken the first rule of research: do not plagiarise 
even if it is by accident.

 • Include all the details for the sources you use with 
the notes you took from that source.

 • Put any information you have used word-for-word in 
quote marks, even in your notes.

 • List all the places you got your information (all 
sources you used) in a bibliography or reference list.

There are many different systems used to show this 
information. Your school will have a specific referencing 
format that they use. One of the most common types in 
HASS is called Harvard referencing.

18 Jacaranda Humanities and Social Sciences 8 for WA Second Edition

The Black Death comes to Europe, 
Mellissa Snell, thoughtco.com, 30 July 2019

• BD started in Asia - spread west (maybe 

   from China along the Silk Road?) 

• Went to Middle East

• took 2 years to reach Europe - spread by

shipping routes on Mediterranean Sea

• tried to close ports or keep out ships – 

   but generally too late (so disease spread)

• villagers ran away (fear) and spread 

   disease even more

• sailors on ships spread disease – 

When did BD start?
• first seen in Sicily 1347

• Genoa + Venice 1348

Where did BD travel to?

How did BD spread?

How did people try to stop BD?

FIGURE 4  A simple but organised set of notes 
taken from FIGURE 3. You could also use a 
notation system such as Cornell Notetaking.

TABLE 2  Harvard referencing format

Common 
reference How to cite using Harvard referencing format

Books – one 
author

Author family name, author first name initial. (Year published). Title of book. City: Publisher, Page(s).

Example:
Darlington, K. (2018) HASS is fabulous. Brisbane: John Wiley & Sons

Books – two or 
more authors

Author family name, author first name initial., Author family name, author first name initial. 
(Year published). Title of book. City: Publisher, Page(s).

(include all authors in the order they are on the cover)

Example:
Darlington, R., Mraz, J., Smithies, G. & Richardson, M. (2018) Jacaranda Humanities and 
Social Sciences for Western Australia 8. Brisbane: John Wiley & Sons

Websites with the 
author listed

Family name, First initial (Year published). Page title. [online] Website name. Available at: URL 
[Accessed Day Month Year]

Example:
Snell, M. (2019). The arrival and spread of the Black Plague in Europe [online], ThoughtCo., 
Available at: https://www.thoughtco.com/spread-of-the-black-death-through-europe-4123214 
[Accessed: 21 March 2020]

Website without 
an author listed

Website name, (Year published). Page title. [online] Available at: URL [Accessed Day Month Year]

Example:
HASS in WA. (2021). Developing my skills in HASS. [online] Available at: www.
HASSEmporiumWA.com.au [Accessed: 21 February 2020]

cite    give the details of

plagiarise    copy other people’s 
work and present it as though it is 
your own work
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  1.4.4  Let me do it 
 Practise your skills at collecting and organising information with the following activities. 

     •  Follow the short version of the steps in the  Review  at the end of this topic. 
     •  Follow the detailed steps in the  Show me  section. 
     •  Complete a step-by-step  Worksheet  from your online Resources.   

 Civics and Citizenship 
 Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how laws are made in Australia. 

 Economics and Business 
 Investigate the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find reliable and accurate sources that 
describe a case study where consumer rights were not met. 

 Geography 
 Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find reliable and accurate sources that describe the spiritual 
and cultural connections people may feel about this place. 

 History 
 Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period.  

  1.5   SkillBuilder: Selecting relevant information 
  1.5.1  When to use this SkillBuilder  
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your analysing HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder after you 
have refi ned your list of inquiry 
questions. Use this SkillBuilder 
as  you start to make detailed 
notes from each source.  

  1.5.2  Tell me  
 From your research, you have collected sources that are reliable, accurate and generally useful. The fi rst stage in 
analysing a source carefully is examining it closely to determine whether the  type  of information is relevant too. 

 You may have collected a lot of information, but is what you have collected fact or opinion? Are the sources 
primary or secondary sources? 

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 19

Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

EvaluatingAnalysing
Questioning

and 
researching
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 Analysing begins with processing the information you have found. Ask yourself questions such as: 
     •  What are the facts and ideas? 
     •  What evidence is presented? 
     •  What opinions are voiced? 
     •  What questions are raised?    

  1.5.3  Show me 
 Read  FIGURES  1  ,   2   and   3   below. Critically examine each to fi nd facts, evidence, ideas, opinions and questions. 
(You can assume their reliability and accuracy have already been checked.) 

  Step   1   : Examine the task, your notes and sources 
 To answer a question well, you need to pick the information about the topic that is relevant, but you also 
need to pick the type of information that helps you to answer the question in the way it has been asked. For 
example, answering a question that asks you to  describe a process  requires you to fi nd facts and examples 
of how the process works. A question that asks you to  discuss the effectiveness of a process  requires you to 
provides points for and/or against the process, so you will need to know how the process works but opinions 
about how effective it is will be more relevant to the question. 

20 Jacaranda Humanities and Social Sciences 8 for WA Second Edition

  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is identifying types of information and assessing their 
relevance to your task. 

  UNDERSTANDING TYPES OF INFORMATION   

     •    You can break information down into three categories:  
     • Facts  : information that is objectively true (not 

infl uenced by opinion or feelings). 
     • Opinions  : a point of view or perspective that may be 

subjective (based on personal feelings rather than fact) 
or objective. 

     • Questions  : issues or problems that are raised but not 
answered   

 What separates fact from opinion? 

 The difference between fact and opinion is that a fact 
is able to be proven to be true. Always be careful of 
opinions that are presented as facts and information that is 
presented without any supporting evidence. Sometimes it 
is very diffi cult to identify an opinion that has been disguised as a fact. 

     • Evidence  : information that is used to show why a hypothesis, opinion or explanation is correct. When you 
analyse evidence, consider two things: 

     •  Can it be verifi ed (proven to be true)? 
     •  Does it really show that the hypothesis, opinion or explanation is correct?   

facts   information that is objectively true (not infl uenced by opinion or feelings)

opinion   a point of view that may be subjective (based on personal feelings rather than 
fact) or objective

questions   issues or problems that are raised but not answered

evidence   information that is used to show why a hypothesis, opinion or explanation is correct

Analysing
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Look at your notes to determine:
 • What are the facts?
 • What evidence is presented?
 • What opinions are voiced?
 • What questions are raised?

Summarise, label or organise the information based on its type.

TOPIC 1 HASS concepts and skills 21

FIGURE 1  ‘Freedom of speech in Australia’, Darlington, Mraz, Smithies & Richardson, Jacaranda Humanities 
and Social Sciences 8 for Western Australia 2edn, John Wiley & Sons, 2018

1.3.1 The importance of freedom of speech
One of the key freedoms enjoyed by Australians is freedom 
of speech. In most cases we have the freedom to express 
our opinions publicly. However, there are some legal limits 
on freedom of speech. This is because our right of free 
speech must be balanced against the rights of other people 
who may be harmed by what we say.

For us to be able to exercise our democratic rights in a free 
society, we must have the right to express our opinions 
without risk of punishment. In many countries around the 
world, and throughout history, this right has not always 
existed. In some medieval societies, anyone who publicly 
criticised the king or the church could be executed. Even 
today, there are many countries where freedom of speech 
is very limited or non-existent, and people are punished for 
publicly expressing their opinions:

Australians highly valuethe right of free 
speech.

FIGURE 2  Free speech and free press around the world: North Korea, Lisa Sargent, 30 April 2013, 
freespeechfreepress.wordpress.com/north-korea/

In the nearly 70 years of North Korea’s existence, little information has been known about the country until the 
great North Korea is not provided by the government but comes largely from North Korean defectors and South 
Korean North Korea is not provided by the government but comes largely from North Korean defectors and 
South Korean advocates. Though any information on speech restrictions in the country before Arduous March is 
extremely difficult to find, there have been several recent incidents of governmental suppression.

In 1989, Kim Young Soon, now a North Korean defector, was sent to Yoduk, one of North Korea’s political 
prisons, after claiming Sung Hae Rim was the mistress of Kim John-II and had his child. Though her statements 
were true, the government charged her with spreading rumors, claiming that doing so was defamation of the 
government.

In 2009, Korean-American missionary Robert Park was impression for illegally entering North Korea to draw 
attention to the country’s human right issues. Park was released in February 2010 and sent back to America. 
Though he remains silent about the incident, it’s been reported that he was totally tortured.

In january 2010, the public execution of North Korean factory worker arose after he called someone in South 
Korea to discuss North Korean rice prices.

Following the death of Kim Jong-II in December 2011, North Korean citizens were required to mourn. Those 
who failed to display sadness were punished by the government.

Such punishments and radical restrictions such as these are exceedingly common. However, even those who 
have defected from North Korea are subject to the country’s strict grip. In 2009, Hwang Jang Yop, the  
highest-level ranking North Korean official to ever defect to South Korea, was the target of an assassination 
attempt by two North Korean spies pretending to be defectors. Despite the high risk of being severely 
reprimanded for speaking out against the government or for obtaning outside information, 98 percent of North 
Koreans have received information
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Step 2: Separate the kind of information you need
How you separate the kind of information you need will depend on the task you have been asked to complete. 
For example, if you have been asked to describe, you will need details about the features and characteristics. 
If you have been asked to discuss opinions on an issue, you will need to isolate the opinions. The key to this 
step is understanding the verbs (or actions) in the task you have been given because each action will require a 
slightly different type of information.
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TABLE 1  Summarising the types of information in your sources in note form

Type of information FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3

Facts  • Aust law limits freedom 
of speech

 • Some countries do not 
allow free speech (now 
and in past)

 • Limited info about Nth 
K before 1995, most 
from defectors since

 • Restrictions placed on 
media and free speech 
in Nth K

Evidence —  • 1898 Kim Young Soon 
sent to prison for 
‘defaming govt’

 • 2009 Robert Park (Sth 
Korean) sent to prison 
for discussing poor 
human rights in Nth K

 • 2010 factory worker 
killed for phoning 
someone in Sth K to 
‘discuss rice prices’

 • Nth K people ‘required 
to mourn’

 • 2009, Nth K attempted 
to kill Hwang Jang Yop

 • 98% Nth K people get 
info from outside

 • People who criticise 
govt are put in prison if 
they are reported (and 
their family)

Opinions  • Aussies value free 
speech

 • Free expression of 
views is vital in a free 
democracy

 • Limiting free speech 
a little is needed to 
protect people

 • Govt suppress the 
people

 • Punishment for 
speaking out is 
common

—

Questions — — —

FIGURE 3  ‘Freedom of speech’ from North Korea 101: The people’s challenges, Liberty in North Korea, 
libertyinnorthkorea.org/learn-nk-challenges/

No Freedom of Speech
Criticism of the regime or the leadership in North Korea, if reported, is enough to make you and your family 
‘disappear’ from society and end up in a political prison camp. It goes without saying that there is no free media 
inside the country. The only opinion allowed to be voiced inside the country is the regime’s.
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TABLE 2  Common verbs in HASS tasks and exercises

Task verb Meaning Example Requires

Identify Recognise and name Identify a country that 
restricts freedom of 
speech

Basic facts (names)

Define State the meaning and the 
identify essential qualities

Define ‘freedom of 
speech’

Facts (definition)

Describe State the characteristics 
and features

Describe punishments for 
North Korean citizens who 
criticise the government

Facts and evidence 
(characteristics and 
features with detail)

Outline Describe in general terms; 
indicate the main features

Outline how the North 
Korean government 
punishes citizens who 
criticise the them

Facts (main features, 
general)

Summarise Concisely state the 
relevant details

Summarise the ways 
in which Australians’ 
freedom of speech is 
limited

Facts and evidence (listed)

Compare Show how things are 
similar and different

Compare freedom of 
speech laws in Australia 
and North Korea

Facts, evidence and 
opinion (similar and 
different aspect and 
views)

Explain Show cause and effect; 
make relationships 
between things clear; 
show why and/or how

Explain why a North 
Korean citizen might be 
afraid to defect

Facts, evidence and 
opinion (show why)

Discuss Identify issues and 
provide points for and/or 
against

Discuss how freedom 
of speech is limited in 
Australia

Facts, evidence and 
opinion (identify issues for 
and against)

Predict Suggest what might 
happen based on 
available information

Predict the consequences 
of Australia removing 
limits on free speech

Facts, evidence, opinion 
and some questions 
(questions in a source 
might provide tips for 
what may happen)

Propose Present a point of 
view, idea, argument 
or suggestion for 
consideration or action

Propose how you might 
protect a North Korean 
citizen who defects to 
Australia

Facts, evidence, opinion 
and questions (suggesting 
a course of action)

UNDERSTANDING QUESTION VERBS

Use your questioning and researching skills to find a 
country where the citizens do not have the right to free 
speech.

Find one reliable source that discusses Australia’s 
right to free speech and two sources that discuss the 
free speech (or lack of) in your chosen country.

Based on the information in these sources, write a 
series of ten HASS inquiry questions using the verbs 
in TABLE 2.

  HASS skills: Questioning and researching  
General capability: Literacy
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  1.5.4  Let me do it 
 Practise your skills categorising information to assess what is most relevant to the task with the following 
activities. 

     •  Follow the short version of the steps in the  Review  at the end of this topic. 
     •  Follow the detailed steps in the  Show me  section. 
     •  Complete a step-by-step  Worksheet  from your online Resources.   

 Civics and Citizenship 
 Find relevant information to discuss how laws are made in Australia. 

 Economics and Business 
 Find relevant information to discuss the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find reliable 
and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met. 

 Geography 
 Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find relevant information to describe the spiritual and cultural 
connections people may feel about this place. 

 History 
 Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period.  

  1.6   SkillBuilder: Identifying patterns and relationships 
  1.6.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your analysing HASS skills. 
Use this SkillBuilder  after  you 
have made notes from reliable 
sources. Use this SkillBuilder  to 
begin planning  your response.  

  1.6.2  Tell me 
 HASS tasks and exercises often require you to examine trends and connections. For example: 

     •  identify whether there is any relationship (for example, a connection, such as cause and effect) between 
the ideas and/or facts 

     •  suggest what relationships or connections a data set shows 
     •  suggest what trends or patterns a data set shows 
     •  suggest what different or similar views (perspectives) are shown or suggested.    

24 Jacaranda Humanities and Social Sciences 8 for WA Second Edition

Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship : Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business : Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography : Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History : Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  

Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

EvaluatingAnalysing
Questioning

and 
researching
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  1.6.3  Show me 

  Step   1   : Identify any relationships or trends 
 Look at your notes carefully. Can you see any connections in the information? Are there similar events that 
happened at different times or events that had fl ow on effects or started a chain reaction? These connections are 
called   relationships  . 

 A   trend   is a pattern of change over time; for example, changes in growth, direction, size, frequency of 
occurrence, reactions, cost, beliefs or any other aspect of human society or the natural environment. 

 Cause and effect 

 Every event or action has follow-on effects, which are likely to be the cause of subsequent effects or 
consequences. Being able to identify patterns of   cause and effect   is an essential skill that allows us to explain 
how and why things happened, happen or might happen in the future. 

 It is important to understand that not all causes leading to a specifi c event are as equally signifi cant as each 
other – some causes may have more infl uence than others.  

 You will fi nd examples of cause and effect relationships in all HASS subjects. 
     •  Civics and Citizenship: Committing a crime leads to arrest and punishment 
     •  Economics and Business: Selling your products cheaply leads to a reduced 

profi t for your business 
     •  Geography: Climate change has led to higher temperatures, more extreme 

weather conditions, rising sea leavels, fl ooding and increased cyclonic activity 
in some 

     •  History: The spread of the Black Death led to at least a third of Europe’s 
population dying within a four-year period 
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is accurately identifying links (similarities or 
differences) and patterns. 

Analysing

No freedom
of speech

• Strict laws
• Undemocratic rule
that does not permit

critical or different views
• Harsh

punishments for
breaking law

• People
imprisoned for

criticising government
• Citizens uphappy and

want to defect
• Other

governments impose
penalties

Causes Effects

  FIGURE 1    Restricted freedom of speech: cause and effect  

relationships   connections 
between events

trend   a pattern of change over 
time

cause and effect    an event or 
action that leads to other events 
or actions
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 Change over time 
 Change refers to something that is different from what has occurred in the past. This may occur over a long 
period of time and, in this case, it may be diffi cult to detect the precise moment of change. Change can also 
occur dramatically or suddenly. 

 You might be asked to compare events occurring at the same time, historical periods of time, or the present 
and the past. For example,  FIGURES  2     and   3   show views of the skyline of Perth in 1905 and 2019. You can see 
clearly that a lot of change has happened in the years between the photos, but there are also some things that 
haven’t changed. 

 To identify change over time, we compare information to see what is similar and what is different.  
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  DISCUSS    

  Observations  

•   Buildings are only a few 
storeys or one level (except 
town hall and churches) 

•   Houseboats and sailboats are 
on the river 

•   The road along the river is 
narrow and follows the shore 

•   There are many piers/docks 
next to the city 

•   The park covers the whole 
hillside down to the river 

•   The city is next to the river 
•   Smoke (factories?) near city    

FIGURE 2    Perth from Kings Park, 1905  

  DISCUSS 

  Consider    FIGURE  1      , which shows some of the causes and effects of a government 
not allowing its citizens to have freedom of speech.  

     •  What other causes might lead to free speech being restricted in a society? 
     •  In your view, what are the most signifi cant causes? 
     •  What other effects might result from restricted free speech in society? 
     •  In your view, what is the most signifi cant effect?   

HASS skills: Analysing   
General capability: Personal and social capability     
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Trends in graphs and charts

Tables, graphs and charts can provide a wealth of information about patterns and trends – general or overall 
changes. They clearly and concisely represent a data set visually, which makes any patterns easier to see.

When analysing a graph or chart, consider what each of these features tells you about the data.
 • Heading – summarises what data is represented
 • Key – identifies what each of the lines on the graph represents
 • Vertical (Y) and horizontal (X) axes – labels identify what variable each axis is showing

A trend line on a line graph shows an overall picture of what is happening; that is, whether a specific variable 
has increased, decreased or remained steady over time. Examine these lines in FIGURE 4 closely – what changes 
are occurring?

For example, the trend line in FIGURE 4 shows a gradual or slow upward trend for 
data sets 1 and 2, but after a gradual upwards trend from 1999–2012, data set 3 
begins a sharp downward trend.
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Observations

 • City is mostly multi-
storey skyscrapers, with 
smaller buildings outside 
the CBD

 • City is next to the river
 • Piers close to the city
 • Busy roads along river
 • Park goes the whole way 

down to the river edge
 • City spreads out a long 

way
 • Buoys/markers on the 

river

Similar Different

 • The city is next to the river
 • Kings Park extends down to the river opposite the 

city

 • More and much bigger buildings in 2019
 • Some of the river was filled in for Riverside  

Drive

Look at the images of Perth in FIGURES 2 and 3 carefully and discuss the following in small groups or as a class.

How might life have changed or stayed the same in Perth because of the changes you observed in the photos?

What different points of view might people have about these changes?  HASS skills: Analysing 
 General capability: Personal and social capability

FIGURE 3  Aerial image of Perth in Western Australia, March 2019

trend line    the direction in which 
something is developing, moving 
or changing
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FIGURE 4  Elements of a line graph

DISCUSS

Examine  FIGURE 5 carefully. It shows the percentage of population growth in four of Australia’s capital cities.

Examine each city’s trend line.

Discuss how you would describe the trends in population growth in each city from 2005–2015 in general.

How does each city compare? Nominate someone in the class to write a list of words you can use to describe 
each trend line on the board during the discussion. HASS skills: Analysing

Sydney

Melbourne Brisbane

Perth

2006 2007

* Greater capital city statistical area
Sources: ABS; RBA

2008 2009

Population Growth by City*
Year-ended, �nancial year

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
0

1

2

3 3

2

1

1

% %

FIGURE 5  Population growth by city in Australia
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Spatial distribution
The term ‘spatial distribution’ refers to the way things are spread or distributed across places. It can also refer 
to patterns or trends, especially when you analyse the way things move, expand or reduce over time.

Step 2: Identify different perspectives
Your viewpoint is your perspective. Other people have their own perspectives 
or points of view too. When you are researching events, places or people, it is 
important to find a balance of sources – sources are created by people, and people 
often have points of view about the information they are presenting.
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DISCUSS

FIGURE 6 shows the distribution of people in 
Western Australia. Before discussing this map as 
a class, consider these questions individually or in 
small groups.

 • What observations can you make about where 
people live?

 • Might a map from 1916 might show a different 
pattern?

 • Predict what a map from 2116 might look like. 
Do you think the distribution of people will be 
similar? Suggest reasons why or why not.

As a class, discuss how you would describe the 
spatial distribution of people in Western Australia 
based on this map. Write a paragraph describing 
the distribution together on the board.  
 HASS skills: Analysing

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 

Major cities (populations of 100 000 or more)

Large towns (populations of 50 000 to less than 100 000)

Medium towns (populations of 10 000 to less than 50 000)

Small towns (populations of 200 to less than 10 000)

Key

Perth

Darwin

0 250 500 km

FIGURE 6  Distribution of Western Australia’s towns 
by population size, 2016

spatial distribution    the way 
things (e.g. population or land 
use) are spread across places

perspective    a point of view, way 
of thinking, opinion or belief about 
an issue, event or thing
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Use the following questions to help you identify different viewpoints on an issue.
 • When was the source created?
 • Who created the source and why?
 • Who was the intended audience of the source, and how might this have affected its construction?
 • What words, gaps in the information or examples give away the writer’s view?
 • In what ways does the source confirm or rebut what I already know or believe?
 • How might the political/social/cultural pressures of the time or place have influenced the creation of the source?

For example, consider the first sentence of FIGURE 7, which comments on freedom of speech in North Korea.

Step 3: Explain how viewpoints affect our understanding
Once you have identified and analysed patterns, and analysed the viewpoints in your information, explain how 
these relationships and viewpoints impact on the way we should interpret the information.

For example, FIGURE 7 was written by an organisation that believes that the North Korean leadership are 
oppressing their people. That doesn’t necessarily make it untrue, but it is a good demonstration of why using 
only one source or too many subjective sources might not be the best way to produced balanced research.
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1.6 ACTIVITIES

Consider FIGURES 8 and 9 carefully.

FIGURE 7  ‘Freedom of speech’ from North Korea 101: The people’s challenges, Liberty in North Korea, 
libertyinnorthkorea.org/learn-nk-challenges/
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FIGURE 8  Index of economic freedom 2020, The Heritage Foundation, 2020. The index measures 
freedom based on 12 factors including the right to own property, effectiveness of the judiciary, 
government integrity and business freedom.

Criticism of the regime or the leadership in North Korea, 

if reported, is enough to make you and your family 

‘disappear’ from society and end up in a political prison 

camp. It goes without saying that there is no free media

 • Created 2019
 • Liberty in North Korea, campaign for freedom in NK
 • Intended audience of people not in North Korea; 

purpose to highlight how bad life in North Korea is 
and to encourage people to donate to help

 • ‘disappear’, ‘political prison camp’
 • Confirms belief there is no freedom of speech in 

North Korea
 • Published by US organisation working to help 

people leave North Korea so their whole aim is to 
make the government there sound cruel and unfair 
to its people.
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1.6.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills analysing patterns and perspectives with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Follow the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Find relevant information to discuss how laws are made in Australia and analyse the patterns and perspectives 
in the sources you find.

Economics and Business
Find relevant information to discuss the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find reliable 
and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met, and analyse the patterns and 
perspectives in the sources you find.

Geography
Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find relevant information to describe the spiritual and cultural 
connections people may feel about this place, and analyse the patterns and perspectives in the sources you find.

History
Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period. Analyse the patterns and perspectives in the sources you find.
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 1. What patterns or trends can you identify relating to freedom in North Korea and Australia?
 2. Does this information confirm or contradict your view of freedom in Australia compared to other countries?
 3. What generalisations about freedom, if any, can we make based on this data? Explain how you came to your 

conclusion. 
 HASS skills: Analysing  

 General capability: Personal and social capability
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FIGURE 9  World Press Freedom Ranking for North Korea, Reporters without 
Borders,  2020

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)
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  1.7   SkillBuilder: Translating information 
  1.7.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops your 
analysing HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder  after  you have 
examined your information for 
patterns and relationships. Use 
this SkillBuilder  to start writing
your response.  

  1.7.2  Tell me 
 Translating information into your own words or diagrams helps you understand the information you are 
learning about, but it also demonstrates to others that you know your topic, not that you’re just copying 
information from others. By using subject-specifi c words, you are also showing your audience that you 
understand the information you are presenting.  

  1.7.3  Show me 

  Step   1   : Present the information in your own words 
 Always present information in your own words to show you have understood what is being said and what you 
have learnt. 

 While you may have taken care not to copy other people’s words in your notes, before you start writing is a 
good time to: 

     •  look up words that you wrote down in your notes but don’t really understand 
     •  include all the correct technical or subject-specifi c terms.   

 When you draft your writing, use your notes to create your paragraph. You might choose to use copies of 
charts, graphs or maps created by others, but always cite the information source, just as you would in a 
bibliography or reference list. 

  Step   2   : Create visuals to show information, if needed 
 Sometimes you will need to present information and evidence in different ways. This could be to show 
similarities and differences between relationships, or to present data and statistics that help prove your 
hypothesis. 

 What you need to notice in the is step is the, “if needed”. Sometimes people will make graphs and charts 
because they look good but actually don’t supply the information that is needed to prove the hypothesis. So, 
if you decide you need a diagram or visual aid make sure it shows what you intend to show clearly. One 
informative and clear diagram is much better than several pretty diagrams that don’t say a lot. 
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Evaluating
Communicating

and
re�ecting

EvaluatingAnalysing
Questioning

and 
researching

  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is fi nding the most effective way to display your 
information. 

Analysing
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Even with your own diagrams, charts and graphs, you need to include all the details to show where your 
information was sourced.

Infographics

An infographic gives an overview of a topic or idea using images, charts and small sections of text. They are a 
collection of information in different formats.

Infographics are useful for giving people small chunks of information in a way that captures their attention. 
For example, infographics are often used for public information campaigns because they communicate data in 
a way that most people can easily understand.

An infographic should always include:
 • a title that shows the main topic and timeframe
 • images that relate to each piece of information
 • striking colours or contrasts to grab attention
 • large text that it can be easily read
 • simple language so that it can be easily understood.
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FIGURE 1  Worksafe Australia’s infographic showing dangers that children and young people might face in a 
workplace

infographic    ta visual way of 
presenting data and information 
with images and very little text
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Pictographs

A pictograph is a graph that uses pictures to 
represent numbers, instead of the bars or dots 
that are traditionally used on graphs. Data can 
be drawn vertically or horizontally.

Pictographs are useful for simplifying data so 
people can understand it quickly and easily. For 
example, you might use a pictograph on a poster 
to be displayed in a public space, such as a 
shopping centre, rather than a graph.

A pictograph should always include:
 • a title
 • a key
 • labelled rows of data.

Graphs

Column graphs are useful for comparing quantities. They can help us understand and visualise data, see 
patterns and gain information. For example, we can use them to help understand rainfall patterns in different 
months.

A column graph should always include:
 • a title
 • source information
 • ruled and labelled axes
 • space between each column.
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FIGURE 3  Features of a column graph

Country

1. China

Population

100 000 000
people

2. India

3. USA

4. Indonesia

5. Brazil 195 100 000

239 900 000

304 500 000

1 149 300 000

1 324 700 000

FIGURE 2  Top five countries by population, 2008
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Line graphs are very useful for showing trends (patterns of change over time) and comparing data.

Line graphs should always include:
 • an appropriate scale to show the data clearly
 • labelled axes
 • small dots joined by a line to make a smooth curve
 • a legend, if necessary
 • a clear and accurate title that explains the purpose of the graph
 • the source of the data.

1.7.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills to find the right way to show your information with the following activities.

For more help with this activity, you might:
 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Find relevant information to discuss how laws are made in Australia and translate the information into a new 
format.
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Resources

Interactivity Creating and reading pictographs (int-3155)
Creating a simple column or bar graph (int-3135)
Drawing a line graph (int-3131)
Drawing a line graph using Excel (int-3158)

Video eLesson Drawing a line graph using Excel (eles-1662)
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FIGURE 4  Features of a line graph
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 Economics and Business 
 Find relevant information to discuss the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find reliable 
and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met and translate the information 
into a new format. 

 Geography 
 Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find relevant information to describe the spiritual and cultural 
connections people may feel about this place and translate the information into a new format. 

 History 
 Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period. Translate the information into a new format.  

  1.8   SkillBuilder: Forming conclusions 
  1.8.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your evaluating HASS 
skills. Use this SkillBuilder 
after  you have collected 
sources that appear to be 
reliable and useful. Use this 
SkillBuilder  to start writing
your response.  

  1.8.2  Tell me 
 Forming conclusions means making a judgement or decision about what you have learned, and determining if 
there are any challenges, issues or problems. Can you see any obvious problems or issues about the topic that 
require action? Can you think of any solutions that might resolve an issue?  

  1.8.3  Show me 
 You will have drawn some conclusions from your analysis. You may even have considered the conclusions that 
other people might draw from the same information. 
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is forming an evidence-based conclusion. Evaluating

Communicating
and

re�ecting

Questioning
and 

researching
Analysing

Communicating

re�ecting
Analysing Evaluating

Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship : Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business : Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography : Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History : Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  
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It may be that you haven’t changed your point of view or it may be completely different. You just need to 
make sure it is an informed point of view based on evidence – informed not only by the facts, but also by the 
way that any action or solutions you suggest will affect other people, places, and human and natural systems. It 
can be difficult to do this without listening to and empathising with other points of view.

Step 1: Consider your data and information
An approach to problem solving that relies heavily on numerical data might not provide the best solution to a 
problem or course of action to take. Humans are varied and complex, so deciding on an approach or action to 
take needs to take into account a wide range of evidence and perspectives.

The idea of an ‘evidence-based conclusion’ might sound like you should make your decision based only on 
quantitative data – measurable figures such as financial cost or the number of species that will be protected 
– but this is not the case. Evidence can also be qualitative – reflected in qualities, characteristics and features 
that are described rather than measured. Qualitative evidence might include interviews with people discussing 
how an event affected them or observing and describing how a landscape changes over time.

Large-scale human problems, of the kinds we examine in HASS, are rarely solved by one individual in the 
‘real’ world. Problem-solving and decision-making involve working collaboratively in groups, negotiating and 
using teamwork to solve an issue and develop a plan for action. A successful democracy and democratic values 
require collaboration, consensus, participation and empathy because we are interconnected and interdependent.

This means to come to a strong evidence-based conclusion, we need to work with or listen to the views and 
perspectives of others. They may have interpreted the situation very differently. Try these steps for a successful 
discussion about an issue.

 • Give each person a chance to express an opinion about the discussion point being considered. Write down 
each person’s key points.

 • Do not allow any argument or disagreement until everyone has expressed an opinion on a discussion 
point.

 • Once everyone’s opinions on the discussion point have been shared and written down, read out the 
opinions and discuss them to determine whether or not everyone is in agreement.

 • If there is disagreement, allow those on each side of the argument the opportunity to put their point of 
view to convince the majority. This shouldn’t just be restating your point of 
view or an opinion. The best way to convince people you are right is to be 
able to support your view (back it up) with strong evidence and reliable expert 
opinion.

 • Seek the maximum level of agreement on each point discussed by allowing 
people to make some changes to their opinions to accommodate the views of 
others.
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DISCUSS

What decisions in your daily life might you make based 
mostly on quantitative data? Think of some examples of 
decisions you might make based only on number-based 
data such as cost or time.

What decisions in your daily life might you make based 
mostly on qualitative data? Think of some examples of 
decisions that you might make based only on what you 
have heard from other people, read descriptions or reviews 
of, or seen for yourself and wanted to try.

What decisions in your daily life might you make based on 
both qualitative and quantitative data?

quantitative    information that 
provides measurable figures

qualitative    information that 
provides characteristics and 
description
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Step 2: Suggest possible alternatives for action
Using the information and data you have collected, brainstorm lists of solutions or ideas for change. Once you 
have written as many as you can think of, go back and look at each one. Follow these steps:

 • Ask yourself: Would it work – why or why not? Draw on your research to find evidence to support your 
decision.

 • If it wouldn’t work or there is no evidence to support an idea, cross it off your list with a brief note why.
 • If it would work and you have strong evidence to support the idea, put a tick next to it and a brief reason why.
 • If it is a possible but perhaps not a strong option, put a question mark next to it and a brief reason why.

Work through the list until you have solutions or ideas for change that seem possible, then identify the effects 
these ideas or solutions would have. The effect is the change that would take place if the idea or solution was 
implemented or the action was taken. These can be positive, negative or neutral (no change).

Decide which of these they would be and briefly explain why. Ideally, good solutions and ideas will have a 
positive or neutral effect on the problem, and the fewest negative impacts. A negative effect makes the problem 
bigger or shifts the problem somewhere else.

Drawing a cluster map or mind map can help you to see the potential alternatives that could be the basis of 
your action plan, or even to map the consequences of historical actions.
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FIGURE 1   Cluster maps can show how ideas or action and consequences are connected. 

WHAT IF WE CAN’T REACH A CONSENSUS?

If you reach a point where you can’t form a conclusion, 
discussion points that might help you reach one could include:

 • What are the advantages and disadvantages for individuals 
and for our society as a whole?

 • What are the advantages and disadvantages for the 
environment – locally, nationally or globally?

 • What will the advantages and disadvantages be in the 
short- and long-term?

 • If a change were to be considered, what are some of the 
ways you might convince others to support the change?

 • If you do not wish to change, how do you convince others 
to support the current situation?
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Step 3: Consider whether the effects are worth the consequences
When you have discarded ideas that would have negative effects, it is time to look at the positive and neutral 
effects of the remaining solutions. This is when you ask yourself: ‘Is it worth it?’

How will people and the environment involved be affected or changed? If the change is positive, then 
it is worth the consequences. Sometimes if the effects are neutral you need to think about if it is worth 
implementing the solution at all. Over time will the change become positive or negative?

One way of doing this is to create a PMI chart.
 • The P is a listing of all the ‘pluses’.
 • The M is a listing of all the ‘minuses’.
 • The I is a listing of what is still ‘interesting’ – the questions or ideas that you know are important or relevant, 

but you can see how they might fit on both the P and the M sides. (These are often the ‘grey areas’ that might 
not have an answer at all. They might be both positives or negatives depending on perspective.)

For example, would the strategies that people employed to combat the Black Plague work for an outbreak of disease 
today? How effective would it be to stop ships and their crew from coming ashore to stop a disease spreading?

1.8.4 Let me do it
Practise forming strong evidence-based conclusions with the following activities.

For more help with this activity, you might:
 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Find relevant information to discuss how laws are made in Australia. What changes might improve the process?

Economics and Business
Find relevant information to discuss the rights and responsibilities of businesses and consumers. Find reliable 
and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met. Suggest ways in which the 
situation might be resolved.

Geography
Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find relevant information to describe the spiritual and cultural 
connections people may feel about this place. What actions, rules or changes could be implemented to ensure 
that all Australians understand and respect those connections?

History
Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period. What conclusions can you draw about the long-term impact of the 
changes?
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P M I

Stops new carriers coming ashore 
and spreading it

The sick people on the ship might 
die without treatment

Should a city or country look after 
their own citizens first?

The city saves money by not having 
to treat the sick people from the 
ship

People might try to get off the ship 
anyway and no one would know 
where they went onshore if it was in 
secret

Is it everyone’s responsibility to 
do their best for other people, no 
matter where they come from?
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  1.9   SkillBuilder: Evaluating the impact of a decision 
  1.9.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops your 
evaluating HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder  after  you have 
fi nished analysing your data. Use 
this SkillBuilder  to start writing
your response.  

  1.9.2  Tell me 
 To make good decisions that benefi t society, either as a whole or a small section of it, you have to understand 
and consider others’ perspectives. 

 Examining evidence includes evaluating and predicting what situations are like or will be like for other people 
– now and in the future. It is also important to be able to empathise with people from the past so we can 
understand why they made the decisions that they made and learn lessons from them.  

  1.9.3  Show me 

  Step   1   : Identify relevant perspectives 
 It can be a challenge to really understand how other people felt or how they viewed certain situations, 
especially when they come from a time period, place or culture very different to your own. However, this is a 
crucial part of being able to evaluate any proposal. 

 To do this, you will need to: 
     •  Identify who is likely to be affected by a proposed action (list the broad groups or types of people who 

will be affected) 
     •  Understand each group’s perspective or views in general – their background, beliefs, needs and wants, and 

what they value – and how they are likely to be affected by the proposed action.   

 The focus questions in  TABLE 1  can help to provide a framework for developing a better understanding of a 
group and their perspective. Not every question will be relevant in every situation.  
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is comparing different perspectives and views. Evaluating

Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship : Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
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Imagine your school decided to start classes at 11 am and finish at 7 pm every day, based on research that 
shows that teenagers need to sleep later in the morning than adults.

Apart from affecting students, school staff and parents/guardians would also be affected, and probably have a 
strong viewpoint about the proposed change.
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TABLE 1  Understanding the factors affecting perspective

Focus question Some specific factors to consider

Who were/are these people? Think about age, gender, wealth, education, language, religion, ethnic background

Where did/do they live and 
when?

Consider the place in terms of its geographical location (including urban, rural, 
suburban, remote) and its environment (desert, coastal, grasslands, forest)

How did/do they live? Think about their homes, jobs, families, communication and travel;consider the 
size and interaction between the communities or groups in their society

What was/is important to 
them in daily life, and in the 
long-term?

Consider their needs and how they were met (food, water, shelter, health, hygiene, 
security)

What did/do they believe in? Identify their religious or cultural beliefs (belief in a god/s and a moral code, 
attitudes to education, gender, power, money, looking after people who are in 
need, working for the good of the whole community rather than individuals)

What did/do they fear and 
what did/do they hope for?

Think about what they valued or needed most: safety from enemies, a good supply of 
fresh water, privacy, free choice, to please God? People often react with fear when they 
believe a change will affect their basic needs or what they value the most in life. What 
most people hope for is obtaining or holding on to the things they need and value.

Did/do they all think and feel 
the same or did/do they have 
differing perspectives?

Consider if there are smaller groups or individuals within the community who 
might have different views to the majority based on gender, age, experience, 
education, political belief, wealth, their job or other factors

TABLE 2  Parents and guardians: factors affecting their perspective

Focus question Group affected: Parents/guardians

Who are these people? Parents and guardians of students at your school: adults (early 30s+) from 
different backgrounds/cultures, etc.

Where do they live and when? Present day, suburban outer Perth area

How do they live? Connected to world online, generally live and work in local area, many homes, all 
adults, work full time

What is important to them 
in daily life, and in the 
long-term?

Food and shelter for their family and people they care about, being healthy and 
having somewhere to live, raising their children to be healthy and happy, time to 
do the things they enjoy

What do they believe in? Varies, but generally believe in looking after their family, some have strong 
religious beliefs

What do they fear and what 
do they hope for?

Fear losing their job, home or other needs; their loved ones becoming sick or in 
trouble; hope for health, happiness, money to buy what they want and need

Do they all think and feel 
the same, or do they have 
differing perspectives?

No, many different views e.g. some are more religious (lots of Muslim and 
Christian homes); some don’t care as much about finishing school

Based on what you now 
about these people, what is 
likely to be their view on this 
proposed change? Why

Likely to be against it:
 • Worried about students travelling home later at night (safety) or being at 

home alone each morning
 • Means spending less time with their families
 • Too late for some students to concentrate
 • For religious families, this might interfere with religious commitments
 • Evening meal would have to be quite late
 • The times wouldn’t match with most people’s working hours during the day 

so it would make their family routine difficult/different
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Step 2: Compare the different viewpoints
Compare each groups’ perspective with the consequences of the action: why would they think that way?

 • Would it destroy or protect something they value?
 • Is it disrespectful of or in line with their beliefs?
 • Would it meet or deny them things they need and want?

Consider whether the groups are likely to take the same view, and whether they are likely to think this for 
the same or different reasons. If you’re not quite sure by looking at your notes or tables, you could consider 
working through this comparison with a Venn diagram.

A Venn diagram is used to compare the similarities and 
differences between things. The simplest are created from two 
intersecting circles, but they can be used to compare more 
than two things – just add more circles.

Once you have isolated the common reasons for or against a 
proposed change by affected groups, consider whether their 
response is justified.

 • Will the proposed action really have the impact they 
expect?

 • Are the negative impacts outweighed by the positive 
ones?

 • Are their views based on reliable information?
 • Will their viewpoint lead to the best outcome overall 

or are they only considering the benefits and costs for 
themselves?
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FIGURE 1 A Venn diagram is used to show 
the differences between topics, ideas or 
views, and their common features

WHAT IF I DON’T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THE PEOPLE?

You might not know much about them, but that doesn’t mean you can’t find out. Do a quick search online. Is 
anyone who fits the profile of the group posting about their life and interests online? Is anyone writing about this 
issue?

1.9 ACTIVITIES

 1. What view or views would staff at your school have about this proposed change about school times? 
Complete the table to consider their perspective.

Focus question Group affected: Staff

Who are these people?

Where do they live and when?

How do they live?

What is important to them in daily life, and in the 
long-term?

What do they believe in?

What do they fear and what do they hope for?

Do they all think and feel the same, or do they have 
differing perspectives?

Based on what you now about these people, what is 
likely to be their view on this proposed change? Why?
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1.9.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills evaluating impacts of proposed action with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Follow the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Discuss the costs and benefits of how new laws are made in Australia. Identify how this new law would affect 
people in your community. Identify three different types of people who would be affected and explain how 
they would most likely respond to your proposal.

Economics and Business
Find reliable and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met. What action 
would you take to provide the consumer with justice? What would the impacts of your decision be for each of 
the parties involved and how would each party respond to your decision?

Geography
Choose a landform in Australia, such as Uluru. Find relevant information to describe the spiritual and cultural 
connections people may feel about this place. What action would you take to protect the cultural or spiritual 
heritage of this place? Explain how your action would affect at least three different groups who might use or 
live near this place, and how they might respond.

History
Find reliable and accurate sources that describe how crime and punishment stayed the same and how it 
changed over the medieval time period. If you were a medieval lawmaker, what law would you like to 
introduce? Explain how your action would affect three different groups in society, and how each group might 
respond.
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 2. Draw a Venn diagram to compare the similarities and differences between the parents/guardians’ reasons for 
being against the proposed change, and those of teachers. 

HASS skills: Evaluating 
General capability: Personal and social capability

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship : Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)
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  1.10   SkillBuilder: Representing information in oral 
presentations 
  1.10.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your communicating and 
refl ecting HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder  to help with 
creating  an oral presentation.  

  1.10.2  Tell me 
 Representing information appropriately means making sure you are saying what you want to say in the 
right way. There is no point trying to describe the symptoms of the Black Death in a graph. However, if you 
represent the data about the disease’s spread in a graph or create a diagram that shows the development of 
symptoms, people will understand what you are saying, and they will learn from it. 

 You need to look at what you are being asked to do, your hypothesis and your information. What is the best 
way to make sure you are addressing all three of these things in an oral presentation? 

 A successful oral presentation starts before a single word has been spoken: 

     •  You must research and plan your speech properly. Being organised and prepared will give you confi dence 
in yourself and in your subject material. 

     • Proper use of visual aids . Are you going to use PowerPoint, Keynote or any other visual aids? If so, 
you need to consider how to use these tools properly. Avoid overloading your audience with a cluttered 
combination of visual and audio information. 

     • Delivery . The fi nal key to a successful presentation is the delivery. Sustained eye contact and a confi dent, 
well-projected voice will help you deliver your intended message.    

  1.10.3  Show me 
 Two of the most common assessment tasks or assignments that students are asked to complete are written 
responses (for example, an explanation or description) and oral presentations. 

 When people present information to an audience, they often use accompanying visuals – slides with charts, 
graphs, summary points or images; however, not everyone uses them effectively. 

  Step   1   : Prepare what you want to say and show 
 Create a plan that outlines the main ideas and the order you want to cover them in your presentation. Include 
specifi c evidence from your research for each main point. This is just a skeleton of your speech, so write in 
point form and just refer to where you can fi nd the evidence rather than copying all the details out  
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is choosing an effective way to present specifi c 
information in an oral presentation. 
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Using visuals

Visual information can add to your presentation. However, if used incorrectly, it can decrease the effectiveness 
and clarity of your message.

Some of the most common errors people make when creating presentation slides include:
 • Too many words: keep the text on your slides to a key sentence or heading at most
 • Tiny font: trying to put too many words on a slide often results in a font too small for your audience to 

read
 • Too many different transitions and animations: a good presentation is consistent and suited to the topic. 

Too many spinning or fast transitions can be very distracting for an audience that is trying to listen 
carefully.

 • Too many slides: the focus of your presentation should be you.

Make sure that any visual aids serve a clear purpose. Do not make any of the mistakes shown in the How not 
to use PowerPoint weblink in the Resources tab.

Step 2: Plan and practise your delivery
The effectiveness of your speech often relates to the connection you make to your audience. Sustained eye 
contact and a confident delivery of your speech are two ways to boost this connection – one relies on the other. 
Iif you are not confident, you will be less likely to make eye contact in a relaxed and engaging way.

Building confidence

Strategies for improving your presentation skills will depend on how confident you feel speaking in front of 
other people. For many people, it isn’t enjoyable or a natural skill. If this is you, try out the following Level 1 
strategies to reduce your nerves. If you are more confident, and love an audience, try some ‘pro tips’ from 
Level 3.
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TABLE 1  Preparing for your presentation

Identify the purpose 
of the presentation To explain how trade helped to spread the Black Death

Key message That traders on ships brought the Black Death ashore when they stopped in ports to 
deliver goods

Main points  1. The BD began earlier in cities on major trade routes; evidence: map with dates in 
textbook

 2. The BD spread along similar routes as traders shipping goods; evidence: article from 
thought.co

 3. BD spread inland with people from port cities or near overland trade routes; evidence: 
National History Museum website

WHAT IS SUSTAINED EYE CONTACT?

Sustained eye contact requires more than looking 
up from your notes every now and then, and it 
certainly does not include staring at people in your 
audience until they feel uncomfortable, either. It 
means looking around your audience as you speak, 
making and holding eye contact with members of 
your audience for a few seconds at a time.
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• Notes: Write your speech on cards. Use card, not paper, because it doesn’t bend. (This is
 also a good opportunity to reuse cardboard that is bound for recycling.)

• Organisation: Write in black or blue, but order your cards with big red numbers in case
    they get mixed up or you drop them. You can also use an old keyring and holes in the
    top corner of the cards to keep then in order.

• Stage directions: Write instructions on your cards in a different colour to the words you
   will say. Include instructions to pause and breathe, change a slide and look up.

• Slides: Put information on your slides that is colourful and interesting; this will draw
   people’s attention so they will look at your slide rather than watching you. Do not
   summarise your whole speech in slides.

• Rehearse: Practise with your cards and presentation at home, in the mirror or with your
 family/friends if you can. Don’t ask them for feedback, just ask them to listen so you can
   get used to having an audience. 

• Notes: Write the most important parts of your speech on cards, using headings and main
   points only. Include speci�c details that you must explain correctly (e.g. data, quotes or
   words you �nd hard to remember/pronounce)

• Organisation: Write in black or blue, but order your cards with big red numbers in case
   they get mixed up or you drop them. 

• Stage directions: Write instructions on your cards: pause, change a slide, move from
   podium, point out image on slide, relax and explain this part without your cards.

• Slides: Put information on your slides that adds to what you are saying (a heading signalling
   a change of topic), or illustrates it (a picture or graph). Do not summarise all of your key
   points on your slides.

• Rehearse: Practise with your cards and presentation at home, in the mirror �rst and then
   with your family/friends. Ask them for feedback about your speech and your performance.  

• Notes: Write headings and important quotes and data on cards or try a single card with a
   list of key points in order.

• Organisation: Write in black or blue, but order your cards with big red numbers.

• Stage directions: Use natural hand gestures. Rehearsing gestures looks forced, and can
   make you look more nervous than you really are. If you are really con�dent, you might even
   try a little audience participation by asking for a show of hands or a volunteer.

• Slides: Put information on your slides that adds to what you are saying (a heading signalling
   a change of topic), or illustrates it (a picture or graph). Talk through aspects of the visuals,
   or point them out, without needing notes.

• Rehearse: Practise with a focus on your timing and �uency. Play with the delivery until it
   feels just right; for example, experiment with which words to emphasise and where to pause.

3

2

1

FIGURE 1  Find your level to begin improving your oral communication skills.
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  1.10.4  Let me do it 
 Practise your skills presenting your ideas well with the following activities. 

     •  Follow the short version of the steps in the  Review  at the end of this topic. 
     •  Follow the detailed steps in the  Show me  section. 
     •  Complete a step-by-step  Worksheet  from your online Resources.   

 Civics and Citizenship 
 Develop a presentation that explains the process of making laws in Australia. 

 Economics and Business 
 Find reliable and accurate sources that detail a case study where consumer rights were not met. Create a 
presentation to discuss what happened and how the situation was resolved. 

 Geography 
 Choose a landform in Australia with cultural or spiritual signifi cance, such as Uluru. Develop a presentation 
that explains its value and how we can protect it. 

 History 
 Develop a presentation that illustrates the key changes in crime and punishment during the medieval time 
period. 

  1.11   SkillBuilder: Developing effective texts through 
argument paragraphs 
  1.11.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your communicating and 
refl ecting HASS skills. Use 
this SkillBuilder  to help with 
creating  your response.  

  1.11.2  Tell me 
 One of the most common ways that you are assessed in your school career is by writing extended (longer) 
responses to information, especially descriptions and explanations. 

 An effective extended response for HASS subjects has several characteristics. It clearly explains the essence of 
an issue or topic and contains evidence and examples. The two main types of extended responses to focus on 
this year are explanations and discussions. 
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Resources

Weblink   How not to use PowerPoint  

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  
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 The purpose of an   explanation   is to make relationships clear (cause and effects, or patterns) and to show the 
‘how and the why’ of an issue with evidence and examples. 

Discussions   outline the main issues and present the arguments for and against an idea.  

  1.11.3  Show me 

  Step   1   : Structure your paragraphs 
 An argument paragraph presents a point of view. Beginning with a topic sentence (also called a thesis 
statement), the paragraph then explains the point of view and supports it with evidence. Finally, a linking 
sentence will draw the reader’s attention back to the key questions being discussed. In this way, an argument 
paragraph follows the TEEL structure: 

     • T opic sentence – describes what the argument paragraph addresses 
     • E xplanation – explains your main argument in detail 
     • E vidence – supports your argument with at least one piece of evidence 
     • L inking sentence – links the paragraph back to the main question.   

 Imagine you have been asked to write a paragraph arguing that climbing Uluru should have been banned when 
the title deeds to the land were handed back to the A n angu people in 1985. 

 The following paragraph is an example of the kind of paragraph that you might write. It was written using the 
TEEL structure. The different parts of the paragraph have been colour-coded to make it easier to see TEEL in 
action ( Topic ,  Explanation ,  Evidence ,  Link ).  

Tourists should have been prevented from climbing 
Uluru after the land title was returned to the Anangu
people on 26 October 1985.   Uluru is a sacred place 
for the Anangu people. Tourists have been climbing 
the rock, against traditional laws, since the late 
1930s. In the 1990s, the Anangu people began asking 
visitors not to climb the rock out of respect for their 
culture, but many people did not follow their request. 
The return of the title to the land by the Australian 
government in 1985 would have been the perfect 
time to allow the values and beliefs of the Anangu
people to completely determine the way Uluru was 
used by others. The climb has now closed, but it is 
estimated that the side of the rock that people used to climb will take up to ten years 
to lose its grey colour. The manager of the Uluru-Kata Tjuta Park believes that the 
track worn into the side of the rock may take thousands of years to recover. Had the 
climb been banned in 1985, after only 22 years of climbers following the chain-path 
up the rock, rather than 57, the damage would have been far less. People should 
never have been climbing the rock but considering it was clear at the hand-back in 
1985 that climbing was disrespectful, this would have been the perfect time to begin 
the ban.
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is writing effective paragraphs to express a clear point 
of view. 

Communicating
and reflecting

explanation     a response to a 
topic or question that outlines 
how and why something happens, 
and the relationships involved, 
and provides supporting evidence 
and examples

discussions     responses to a 
topic or question that present 
arguments for and against an 
idea, supported with evidence 
and examples

  FIGURE 1    Tourists are no longer able to climb Uluru.  
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Step 2: Use terms that are accurate, specific and appropriate
Once you have a draft of a paragraph, look over it. Do you have the right words in the right places? More 
importantly, do you know what they mean? If you are unsure, look them up or change them. If you can’t 
understand them will your audience be able to?

When you are outlining an argument, it is also important to use the right cultural and legal terms. The more 
precise you are, the more authoritative your paragraph will sound.

For example, consider the difference between these sentences:
 • Tourists should have been prevented from climbing Uluru after the land title was returned to the 

Anangu people on 26 October 1985.
 • People should have been prevented from climbing Uluru after the Indigenous people were given the land 

back in 1985.

These two sentences say the same thing, but the pairs of words in bold show the power of finding the right 
words.

 • Tourists/people: be specific and accurate. What kind of people? They are not local people; they are 
visitors to the area.

 • land title was returned/given the land back: use the accurate and correct terms that reflect the legal 
status of the land ownership

 • Anangu/Indigenous: use the appropriate term to describe the title holders of the land
 • 26 October 1985/1985: be specific. Facts and exact dates of important events add weight to your 

argument. They show that you have been precise in your research and the information you are providing.

1.11.4 Let me do it
Practise your skills creative effective paragraphs with the following activities.

 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Follow the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Write at least two paragraphs discussing the process of law-making in Australia.

Economics and Business
Write at least two paragraphs discussing whether Australians have too many consumer rights.
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IS YOUR MESSAGE CLEAR? 

It’s great to experiment with language but be careful with your 
word choices. People often fall into the trap of thinking that 
a longer answer or more complicated language makes them 
sound impressive and clever. Sometimes, a clear and simple 
message is the most effective.
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 Geography 
 Choose a landform in Australia with cultural or spiritual signifi cance, such as Uluru. Write at least two 
paragraphs discussing whether the landform should be closed to the public to protect it from harm. 

 History 
 Write at least two paragraphs to discuss the key changes in crime and punishment during the medieval time 
period.  

  1.12   SkillBuilder: Refl ecting on your learning 
  1.12.1  When to use this SkillBuilder 
 This SkillBuilder develops 
your communicating and 
refl ecting HASS skills. Use this 
SkillBuilder  after  you have 
completed your inquiry task.  

  1.12.2  Tell me 
 Refl ecting on your learning means thinking about what you learned and how well you are developing the skills 
of HASS. 

 Ask yourself questions such as: 
     1.  What did I learn? 
     2.  How can I apply this to my life? 
     3.  How well did I research? 
     4.  What can I improve for next time?   

 In a refl ection it is important to be as specifi c as possible. This is how you learn. 

Instead of:  I wrote my questions well. 

Try giving more detail:  I wrote the 5W 1H questions well, but I think I can improve my evaluative questions 
for next time. I can do this by making them more specifi c to the hypothesis I am proving.  
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  In Year 8 HASS, the focus of this skill is identifying how you can improve your skills and 
deepen your understanding. 
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Resources

eWorkbook   Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)  
  Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)  
  Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)  
  History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)  
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1.12.3 Show me
It is important to reflect on each step in a task or process. Chances are you have been reflecting and changing 
as you have gone along, but take some time to think about which stage of a project you found the most 
interesting, rewarding, difficult or frustrating.

Step 1: Look back at your process
There are many great ways to reflect on what you have learned and how you went about a process. One way is 
two stars and a wish: what are two things you thought you did well, or really enjoyed? What is one way you 
can improve in the process for next time?

 • What did I do well?
 • What could I do better next time?
 • What did I learn?

For example:

Two stars:
 1. I found a range of relevant and reliable sources.
 2. I was able to communicate what I learned from the sources in an effective presentation.

One wish: I think I could have suggested more detailed and effective solutions. I found it difficult to suggest 
how other people might feel about my ideas.

Try to do this for each step in the process.

Step 2: Consider how the task could apply in your life
When you have reflected on how you might improve your HASS skills further, think about how the concepts 
and skills you have learnt from a task might be useful in your life outside school.

These thoughts don’t need to be about the topic, they can be things like:
 • When I see things in my social media feed, I will have a better understanding of whether the information 

is reliable or unreliable.
 • I will be able to structure my paragraphs more effectively
 • I have a more organised approach to making notes.
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WHAT IF I CAN’T THINK OF ANYTHING?

Your process of reflection doesn’t need to be a lengthy analysis 
of what you did and did not do. It might but a few words that will 
make you really proud of yourself and some ideas for what to do 
better. The next time you are asked to use these skills you can 
look back on the improvements and immediately know what you 
need to work on to improve.

If you can’t think of what to write, start with adding one phrase 
to each of these sentence starters.

 • The questions I wrote at the start of my research were ... 
(helpful? hard to write? too off the topic?)

 • The information I found was ... (useful? hard to understand? 
not really trustworthy?)

 • Before this task, I didn’t know ... (a fact? a skill?)
 • One question that I have after completing this task is ...
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1.12.4 Let me do it
Think about how your HASS skills are developing.

For more help with this activity, you might:
 • Follow the short version of the steps in the Review at the end of this topic.
 • Use the detailed steps in the Show me section.
 • Complete a step-by-step Worksheet from your online Resources.

Civics and Citizenship
Look back through your research and communication. List what you did well and what you can improve. 
Explain three ways that you might use the knowledge and skills you have gained in other areas of your life.

Economics and Business
Look back through your research and communication. List what you did well and what you can improve. 
Explain three ways that you might use the knowledge and skills you have gained in other areas of your life.

Geography
Look back through your research and communication. List what you did well and what you can improve. 
Explain three ways that you might use the knowledge and skills you have gained in other areas of your life.

History
Look back through your research and communication. List what you did well and what you can improve. 
Explain three ways that you might use the knowledge and skills you have gained in other areas of your life.

52 Jacaranda Humanities and Social Sciences 8 for WA Second Edition

Resources

eWorkbook Civics and Citizenship: Level 1 (ewbk-4269), Level 2 (ewbk-4270), Level 3 (ewbk-4271)
Economics and Business: Level 1 (ewbk-4272), Level 2 (ewbk-4273), Level 3 (ewbk-4274)
Geography: Level 1 (ewbk-4275), Level 2 (ewbk-5374), Level 3 (ewbk-5375)
History: Level 1 (ewbk-5376), Level 2 (ewbk-5377), Level 3 (ewbk-5378)
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 1.13  Review
1.13.1 Key knowledge summary
Questioning and researching

 1. Develop focus questions to help you research a topic.
 • Step 1: Identify what you already know or believe.
 • Step 2: Identify what you need to know to further your understanding.
 • Step 3: List what you know and what you need to find out.
 • Step 4: Write a hypothesis.
 • Step 5: Review and format your focus questions.

 2. Record information from different sources.
 • Step 1: Complete a quick assessment of each source that looks useful.
 • Step 2: Collect reliable and accurate information from a variety of sources.
 • Step 3: Make notes in your own words.
 • Step 4: Organise your notes.
 • Step 5: Follow ethical protocols or rules.

Analysing

 3. Find information that is right for your specific research task.
 • Step 1: Examine the task, your notes and sources.
 • Step 2: Separate the kind of information you need.

 4. Look for links (similarities or differences) and patterns.
 • Step 1: Identify any relationships or trends.
 • Step 2: Identify different perspectives.
 • Step 3: Explain how viewpoints affect our understanding.

 5. Find the right way to show your information.
 • Step 1: Present the information in your own words.
 • Step 2: Create diagrams or visuals to show information, if needed.

Evaluating

 6. Form a point of view.
 • Step 1: Consider your data and information.
 • Step 2: Suggest possible alternatives for action.
 • Step 3: Consider whether the effects are worth the consequences.

 7. Weigh up the costs and benefits of change.
 • Step 1: Identify relevant perspectives..
 • Step 2: Compare the different viewpoints..

Communicating and reflecting

 8. Show information clearly.
 • Step 1: Prepare what you want to say and show.
 • Step 2: Plan and practise your delivery.

 9. Use effective paragraph structure and vocabulary.
 • Step 1: Structure your paragraphs.
 • Step 2: Use terms that are accurate, specific and appropriate.

 10. Explain how you might use what you have learnt in the future.
 • Step 1: Look back at your process.
 • Step 2: Consider how the task could apply in your life.
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accurate    correct and factual

cause and effect    an event or action that leads to other events or actions

cite    give the details of

describe    to give details about features and characteristics of a person, place, thing or idea

discussions    responses to a topic or question that present arguments for and against an idea, supported with evidence and 
examples

evaluative    based on assessing value

evidence    information that is used to show why a hypothesis, opinion or explanation is correct

explanation    a response to a topic or question that outlines how and why something happens, and the relationships involved, 
and provides supporting evidence and examples

facts    information that is objectively true (not influenced by opinion or feelings)

hypothesis    an idea or explanation that is used as a starting point for deeper investigation or research

identify    to recognise and name

inferential    coming to a reasonable conclusion after piecing together evidence

infographic    a visual way of presenting data and information with images and very little text

literal    to be exact, without exaggerating or misleading

opinion    a point of view that may be subjective (based on personal feelings rather than fact) or objective

perspective    a point of view, way of thinking, opinion or belief about an issue, event or thing

pictograph    a graph that uses pictures to represent data

plagiarise    copy other people’s work and present it as though it is your own work

primary sources    sources made at the time of the event

qualitative    information that provides characteristics and description

quantitative    information that provides measurable figures

questions    issues or problems that are raised but not answered

relationships    connections between events

reliable    the information in the source is more accurate than other sources (you can rely on it more to be correct)

secondary sources    made after the time of the event, using primary sources as evidence

spatial distribution    the way things (e.g. population or land use) are spread across places

trend    a pattern of change over time

trend line    the direction in which something is developing, moving or changing

useful    related to your research

1.13.2 Key terms

Resources

eWorkbook Customisable worksheets for this topic (ewbk-5380)
Reflection (ewbk-5379)
Student learning matrix (ewbk-4268)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY  Resources

This is a summary of the digital resources you will find online for Topic 1 to help support your learning and deepen 
your understanding. When you see these icons next to an image or paragraph, go to learnON to access video 
eLessons, interactivities, weblinks and other support material for this topic.

1.3 SkillBuilder: Identifying what you need 
to know

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.4 SkillBuilder: Collecting, recording and 
organising information

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

Weblink
 • ABS

1.5 SkillBuilder: Selecting relevant 
information

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.6 SkillBuilder: Identifying patterns and 
relationships

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.7 SkillBuilder: Translating information
eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

Video eLesson
 • Drawing a line graph using Excel (eles-1662)

Interactivities
 • Creating and reading pictographs (int-3155)
 • Creating a simple column or bar graph (int-3135)
 • Drawing a line graph (int-3131)
 • Drawing a line graph using Excel (int-3158)

1.8 SkillBuilder: Forming conclusions
eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.9 SkillBuilder: Evaluating the impact of  
a decision

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.10 SkillBuilder: Representing information 
in oral presentations

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

Weblink
• How not to use PowerPoint

1.11 SkillBuilder: Developing effective 
texts through argument paragraphs

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.12 SkillBuilder: Reflecting on your 
learning

eWorkbook
 • Civics and Citizenship: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Economics and Business: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • Geography: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3
 • History: Level 1, Level 2, Level 3

1.13 Review
eWorkbook
 • Reflection (ewbk-5379)
 • Student learning matrix (ewbk-4268)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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